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Abstract 

 How species will respond to the changing climate is poorly understood, but will become 

increasingly important to understand as the climate changes further. One way to predict the eventual 

effects of climate change on many species is to study early effects of contemporary climate change on a 

model species that is known to be climate-sensitive. The American Pika (Ochotona princeps) typically 

occurs in alpine habitats and has a thermally sensitive physiology, making it an ideal model that is 

already being widely studied for these effects. This study used SNPs (Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms) 

from RADseq (Restriction site Associated DNA sequencing), a novel genetic analysis technique, to 

analyze the genetic composition of a regional pika population in the Colorado Rocky Mountains 

predicted to have three subpopulations. Using this method of analysis, the pika in this region were 

found to be genetically similar with little differentiation between subpopulations. For this population 

heterozygosity was generally low, but there were differences in levels of inbreeding between individuals 

and some subpopulations. These results show high levels connectivity under current conditions, and 

variable dispersal at the local level.  This study also highlights the differences between data from SNPs 

and microsatellites used in previous studies, and provides a baseline for the comparison of future 

studies using SNPs from RADseq. 

 

Introduction 

 The distribution of organisms throughout their environment is affected by many factors 

including landscape effects, climactic effects, interspecific and intraspecific interactions, and the 

interactions between all of these. Currently, due to anthropogenic effects, the climate is shifting rapidly, 

which is affecting the distributions of countless species (Jump et al. 2009). Range reductions and 

isolation of subpopulations can reduce effective population size, affecting the genetic structure of 



populations as well as individuals. Small populations tend to lose genetic variation due to interbreeding 

among closely related individuals (Reh et al. 1990), which can result in reduced potential for adaptation 

and eventually genetic bottlenecks or extinction in the absence of immigration from other populations 

(Glenn et al. 1999). Smaller, more isolated populations with lower genetic variation should be less able 

to adapt to changing climatic conditions. Yet exactly how a species’ distribution and genetic structure 

will respond to climate change is still poorly understood. We might improve our understanding by 

documenting genetic patterns in “early warning” or indicator species (Lindenmayer et al. 2000) that are 

expected to be more vulnerable to a changing climate. One species that is predicted to be extremely 

vulnerable to a changing climate is the American pika (Ochotona princeps), due to its climate-sensitive 

physiology, low total genetic variation, and limited ability to disperse. 

 The American pika has been studied extensively as a model for processes in biogeography 

(Smith 1974; Hafner and Sullivan 1995; Galbreath et al. 2009; Ray et al. 2012; Jeffress et al. 2013; Erb et 

al. 2014; Stewart et al. 2015), and now is increasingly studied as an indicator for the effects of 

anthropogenic climate change (Beever et al. 2011; Calkins et al. 2012; Ray et al. 2012). Pika are sensitive 

to temperature increases because their high metabolic rate and high resting body temperature make 

them extremely susceptible to hyperthermia (MacArthur and Wang 1973). Pika are also a sensitive 

indicator of annual precipitation, often being extirpated (locally extinct) in areas where there is too little 

precipitation (Erb et al. 2011) or snow cover (Beever et al. 2010; Wilkening et al. 2011; Ray et al. 2012). 

Due to the American pika’s sensitivity to changes in both temperature and precipitation, this species 

should be a useful model for the effects of current climate change, which is strongly affecting patterns 

of precipitation and inducing  new temperature extremes (Erb et al. 2011).  In correlation with current 

climate change the American pika has disappeared recently from many historically occupied locations 

throughout the western United States (Beever et al. 2011; Smith and Erb 2013; Stewart et al. 2015), and 

the patterns of pika loss to date suggest that the changing climate will exacerbate pika losses in the near 



future (Stewart et al. 2015).  Given the predictions of impending range retraction for this species 

(Galbreath et al. 2009; Calkins et al. 2012; Schwalm et al. 2015), it is likely that many pika populations 

already are “sinks” sustained only by recruitment from nearby “source” populations (Pulliam 1988). 

 One factor that may help offset or prevent local extirpations is the ability of a species to 

disperse from sustainable populations into areas with declining or extirpated populations.  The process 

of immigration sustaining a declining population, or recolonizing an extirpated population, results in a 

“source-sink” metapopulation dynamic (Hanski 1999; Pulliam, 1988; Figure 1). However, the pika’s 

ability to disperse is poorly understood, as different studies in different portions of its range have 

produced very different estimates of dispersal ability. A recent study of genetic similarity between 

individuals, Castillo et al. (2016) inferred that distances ranging from 1 to 4 km represented a barrier to 

pika dispersal, depending on location, but there is also genetic evidence of connection between 

metapopulations  over 10 km apart (Hafner and Sullivan 1995). The general consensus is that pika 

Figure 1: Example of metapopulation with different dispersal scenarios shown in different colors. 
Larger Circles represent larger populations, thickness of arrow represents amount of dispersal, and 
arrows represent direction of dispersal. 



dispersal is very limited due to several factors: only natal dispersal is observed in this territorial species 

(Smith and Weston 1990; Peacock and Smith 1997; Zgurski and Hik 2012) , and juveniles tend to 

disperse philopatrically to the nearest available location (Smith and Weston 1990; Peacock 1994) and 

cannot traverse physical barriers like ravines, cliffs, and areas too warm for their poor thermal tolerance 

(Castillo et al. 2014).  

Due to our inadequate understanding of pika dispersal ability, it can be difficult to determine 

which populations could be recolonized in the event of local extirpation, and which subpopulations are 

actually distinct from a larger regional population. Sink populations, which will be extirpated eventually 

in the absence of immigration, are important to identify in metapopulations, as these populations can 

give false information about which habitats are actually able to support a population. Mistaking a sink 

for a stable population results in overestimates of suitable pika habitat (Kreuzer and Huntly 2003). 

Earlier studies of pika source-sink patterns used only demographic data without reference to genetic 

patterns. Strictly demographic studies allow only weak inference of source-sink dynamics especially 

when it is not possible to detect any actual cases of dispersal from the source population to the sink 

population (Kreuzer and Huntly 2003). Even extensive mark and recapture experiments give us 

inadequate information to infer long term patterns of dispersal in pika (Peacock 1994).  

These problems with analyzing population patterns using only demographic data have led to the 

use of genetic data to infer patterns in pika population dynamics, leading to new conclusions about 

dispersal patterns (Peacock and Ray 2001), and the effects of landscape features on effective pika 

dispersal or gene flow (Henry et al. 2012; Castillo et al. 2014). Genetic patterns of relatedness among 

populations have revealed dispersal routes between sources and sinks (Peacock and Ray 2001), and 

have identified features that restrict pika movement and gene flow, such as strong elevation gradients 

(Henry et al. 2012; Castillo et al. 2014) and water features (Castillo et al. 2014). However, there are 



currently inadequacies in our knowledge base, because previous studies relied on gel electrophoresis 

and microsatellite markers to generate their genetic data. Using these limited tools to identify genetic 

patterns in the American pika (as well as most other species) provided a relatively restricted view of the 

genetic variance between and within populations. Microsatellites, which have been used extensively in 

population genetic studies of pika as well as other species have much higher mutation rates than other 

parts of the genome due to replication slippage (Tautz and Schlotterer 1994). Mammalian microsatellite 

mutation rates have been estimated to be between 10-3 and 10-5  (Schlötterer et al. 1998) compared to 

the average rate of mutation for the whole genome which is around 2.2x10-9 mutations per base per 

year (Kumar and Subramanian 2002). These differences result in microsatellites having high 

heterozygosity and many alleles compared to the rest of the genome (Ellegren 2004).  Given the 

predominance of microsatellite data and the limited number of pika populations that have been 

analyzed genetically, scientists have avoided making broad conclusions until more studies are done 

(Henry et al. 2012; Castillo et al. 2014).  

 A new tool widely used to answer questions in the field of biology, including questions 

concerning population structure, is next generation sequencing such as restriction site associated DNA 

sequencing (RADSeq). RADSeq technologies allow the sequencing of millions of restriction sites 

dispersed randomly across an organism’s genome with deep coverage, (Lilegard et al. 2011). The 

amount of raw data generated by RADseq is huge, resulting in information for hundreds of thousands of 

sites in the genome. In comparison, studies using microsatellite markers generally give information for 

less than 50 sites, all outside the functional part of the genome. RADSeq technology allows for 

population geneticists to use data generated by tools like Illumina to identify, verify, and score markers 

simultaneously for robust analysis of genetic similarities between and within populations (Davey and 

Blaxter 2010). Because the markers sequenced are numerous and spread throughout the genome it 

gives new insight into genetic profiles of individuals and populations, including information like genomic 



heterozygosity which is more representative of functional genetic diversity.  In the case of pika, next 

generation sequencing can be used to analyze metapopulation dynamics in order to guide conservation 

efforts before the need for genetic rescue. 

I used genetic analyses to infer potential source-sink dynamics, as well as to characterize 

dispersal patterns of pikas within a network of locations sampled annually since 2008 (Figure 2).  These 

three populations in the southern Rocky Mountains (Boulder County, Colorado) included one suspected 

sink population with negative annual growth rates (Niwot Ridge West Knoll) as well as two nearby 

populations (Long Lake and Mitchell Lake) with poorly characterized growth rates (C. Ray, personal 

communication). Using tissue samples from several individuals in each of these three populations, I 

inferred the amount of dispersal occurring between each pair of populations. One reason these sites 

were selected is that the population of pikas on the West Knoll of Niwot Ridge, within the Niwot Ridge 

International Biosphere Reserve and associated Niwot Ridge Long Term Ecological Research site of 

Boulder County, Colorado, has been studied intermittently since the early 1980s (Southwick et al. 1986, 

Wilkening et al. 2015). The adjacent Long Lake population was studied in the early 1960s (Krear 1965) 

and again during the past decade (Wilkening and Ray, submitted).  Data from the early 1980s suggest 

that this population was stable with an average annual survival rate above 30% (Southwick et al. 1986) .  

Data from the same population during 2008-2014 suggest that the annual survival rate has declined well 



below 30% (Wilkening and Ray, submitted). However, pikas continue to populate the West Knoll every 

summer, suggesting immigration from local sources (Wilkening et al. 2015). 

Figure 2: Map of study sites 

 Predictions of future population stability in this area of the southern Rocky Mountains, based on 

current rates of climate change, have been contradictory. Models from Schwalm et al. (2015) predict a 

reduction in connectivity in Rocky Mountiain National Park, only miles from this site, that will result in 

severe population declines in the future, while Galbreth et al. (2009) and Calkins et al. (2012) both 

predict this population of pika to be stable even when assuming high levels of future climate change.    

More research is needed in this area to help us understand what factors might push the population 



away from stability, or help it to remain stable in the face of future climatic conditions. Comparing 

different scales of population dynamics and using more robust genetic information will help us to 

understand how connectivity is actually changing in this area, and if that change in connectivity will lead 

to population declines.  

One objective of my work was to provide and analyze data on local dispersal rates in a region 

with disputed predictions of species response to climate change, to help others predict the ability of 

pika to disperse and recolonize in the presence of increasingly variable climatic conditions. I also 

quantified levels of genetic variation available in this population of pika to help with future predictions 

of genetic viability in increasingly fragmented populations.  This work falls within the larger body of work 

predicting the effects of climate change on the persistence of climate sensitive species like the American 

pika. 

 

 

Methods 

 During 2008-2014, pikas were trapped at random within three study sites in Boulder County, 

Colorado by a team led by Chris Ray: one site above tree line on the West Knoll (WK) of Niwot ridge and 

two sites below tree line on the south side of Long Lake (LL) and the north side of Mitchell Lake (ML).  

Study sites are separated by 1-3 kilometers, so pairwise minimum dispersal distances are within 

previously approximated maximum dispersal distances for this species (Peacock and Smith 1997; Castillo 

et al. 2014).  Each year, every occupied territory was identified and every territory owner was targeted 

for trapping using similar effort (trap-hours). A similar number of males and females were trapped over 

the course of the study.  



 Trapped pikas were sexed, identified to stage (juvenile or adult), uniquely tagged for a study of 

survival, and sampled for tissue, hair, blood, urine, ectoparasites, and weight. Each pika was 

anesthetized prior to handling and released at the point of capture immediately after recovery from 

anesthesia. Trapping, handling and sampling protocols were approved by the University of Colorado-

Boulder Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee under protocol 1405.03, issued to C. Ray. Tissue 

samples (disks of ear tissue ~2 mm in diameter collected during tagging) were stored in paper envelopes 

under dry ambient conditions.  

DNA was extracted from over 80 tissue samples using the Qiagen Inc. DNeasy blood-and-tissue 

extraction kit and protocol for the purification of total DNA from animal tissues. Tissue samples were 

first lysed overnight with proteinase K which broke open the cells to free the DNA. This product was 

centrifuged in spin columns with a silica-based membrane to bind the DNA, rinsed several times in fresh 

buffer to remove any contaminants, and eluted (washed) from the silica membrane into 2 mL 

microcentrifuge tubes with buffer AE.  This process resulted in approximately 20 uL of extract at ~10-

100ng/mL of DNA from each individual pika, which was stored in a 4oC freezer pending library 

preparation.  From these extractions, 48 samples were chosen for analysis, including 16 samples from 

each year 2012-2014 with approximately equal representation of each sex and each site (ML, LL, WK). 

Only samples with DNA concentrations greater than 20 ng/ml were chosen, and higher concentration 

DNA samples were chosen preferentially when available to ensure adequate quantities for library 

preparation. 

To ready DNA for sequencing, library preparation, or amplification of restriction fragments for 

genomic enrichment, was done according to the protocol outlined in Parchman et al. (2011) resulting in 

barcoded sequencing reads ready for Illumina sequencing. The library preparation was performed in 48-

well plates and an Eppendorf thermocycler was used for heating processes. First the DNA was digested 



with restriction enzymes EcoRI and MseI to cut the DNA into millions of segments that were several 

thousand base pairs long. Next adaptors and barcodes were ligated onto the ends of the digested DNA 

segments. This attached specific DNA sequences to the segments, with one end having a different 

sequence for each individual allowing me to identify the DNA that came from each individual pika. 

Finally, the DNA segments were amplified using 30 cycles of polymerase chain reaction (PCR). This 

process uses a chemical reaction to copy DNA by binding to the adaptors that were attached in the last 

step. This product was then cleaned up using the Qiagen Inc. QIAquick PCR purification kit Quick Start 

Protocol in order to remove the chemicals used in PCR, including extra nucleotides and DNA fragments 

less than 100 base pairs in length. This process used spin columns to bind the DNA, wash buffers to wash 

the DNA, and the Buffer EB to elute the DNA out of the spin column. Each step used a centrifuge to push 

the reagent through the membrane of the spin column, and at the end of the process the DNA was left 

in pure Buffer EB in a 48 well plate.  

Barcoded DNA was cleaned again, normalized, selected for size, and sequenced by the 

University of Colorado Biofrontiers lab. To accomplish this, the samples were pooled to 0.5 ng/uL with 

Qubit, and two bead cleanups were performed. For each bead cleanup, small beads with specific binding 

properties were mixed with the DNA solution to select for specific DNA.   The first used 0.8X AmpureXP 

beads and was eluted in 50 uL EB. The second used 0.65X AmpureXP beads to remove fragments 

<250bp and was eluted in 20uL EB. All the samples were then combined, loaded onto the MiSeq V2 at a 

final concentration of 7.5pM with 25% PhiX spike-in and run for 300 cycles in a single direction. The 

result of this run was an ~2 giga-byte FASTQ file, a file containing millions of 300 base pair long reads of 

DNA along with a Phred quality score for each base telling us the probability that the correct nucleotide 

was in that position. This file was uploaded onto the Martin Lab storage server.  



For analyses, these data were downloaded from the storage server to the Martin Lab computer, 

Hammerhead. The data were then demultiplexed, or separated into individuals, using the program 

Stacks command process_radtags with default parameters.  Next, a reference genome was downloaded 

for Ochotona princeps from NCBI, assembly number ALIT0000000.1. Using the program BWA, the reads 

for each individual pika were aligned to the downloaded reference genome resulting in a SAM file for 

each pika sample. The program Samtools was then used to convert the SAM file into a BAM file with 

Samtools view, and sort it using Samtools sort so that it was in a form that could be analyzed for 

difference in the DNA between each individual. Samtools Mpileup was run on the sorted BAM file 

resulting in a VCF file containing the location of Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) as well as 

Insertions and Deletions (INDELS). These SNPs are single base-pair differences between individuals, and 

are used by most programs dealing with population genetics.  

Several steps were than taken to filter out the high quality SNPs viable for analysis. First, all 

INDELs were removed, as well as SNPs with quality scores under 100, using AWK. Next all SNPs in multi 

copy regions of the genome were removed. This was done by downloading 200 Gb of pika reads from 

NCBI, and then aligning these data to the previously downloaded pika reference genome using BWA. By 

creating a histogram of the depths of alignment at each location in the genome, I was able to isolate 

sites that occur within the single copy region of the pika genome. Finally, I discarded sites that didn’t 

result in information for enough individuals. This was done by using the Vcftools counts function to 

identify which sites were present in at least half the individuals; all sites not included in this list were 

removed from the VCF file. 

To analyze heterozygosity, or the fraction of loci at which an individual had different base pairs, 

the Vcftools het command was used. To calculate F statistics each population was analyzed separately. 

Heterozygosity was calculated as the fraction of heterozygous loci compared to total number of loci 



available for each individual, and F was calculated as (expected heterozygosity – observed 

heterozygosity)/ expected heterozygosity. Heterozygosity and Inbreeding coefficients for each 

population were compared using R with a one-way ANOVA and a Tukey Multiple Comparison of Means 

(R Core Team 2015). Pairwise Fst values between populations were calculated with Vcftools using the 

method outlined in Weir and Cockerham 1984. For the Fst values, 95% confidence intervals were 

calculated using R with a 1000 replication bootstrap test.   The VCF file was converted to a plink file with 

Vcftools, and the program fastSTRUCTURE used this plink file to calculate the probability that each pika 

belonged to a certain population based on genetic similarity.  

  

Results 

After filtering, 4811 sites containing SNPs were kept in the VCF file and used for analysis. The 

amount of data returned in the FASTQ file for each individual was variable, ranging from 0.031 Mb to 

376 Mb averaging 74.4 Mb. For this reason, the following files (smaller than 20Mb) were removed from 

analysis:  LL12RYWG, LL13BRWB, LL13YWBG, LL14BGWG, ML12YBGR, ML13BYRR, ML13GBYY, 

ML14BWGR, WK12BGGB, WK12GYRY, WK13WRRG, WK13YBRY, WK14GBGW, and WK14GGGG.  The 

lowest Phred quality score was 10 representing a 90% probability of the base being identified 

accurately.  Depth of reads for each loci we primarily between 50 and 150 with an average depth of 99 

(Table 5). 

Heterozygosity and Inbreeding 

Heterozygosity values for individuals were quite variable, ranging from 0.366 to 0.088 (Table 1). 

Most of this variability in heterozygosity was contained within the Mitchell Lake (ML) and West Knoll 

(WK) sites, while Long Lake (LL) contained little variation. Average heterozygosity for Long Lake (0.312) 

was higher than West Knoll (0.265) and Mitchell Lake (0.260) (Table 1), but a one-way ANOVA showed 



little significance between populations (Table 2). The average Heterozygosity of the entire 

metapopulation was 0.280. Heterozygosity was also calculated with the set of data before sites were 

filtered for number of individuals containing them, and this set of over 40,000 SNPs showed the same 

patterns as the set of 4811 SNPs that were used for other analyses.  

Inbreeding coefficients showed patterns similar to heterozygosity. Inbreeding values were highly 

variable, ranging from -0.085 to 0.742, with LL having low variability ranging from -0.074 to 0.231 (Table 

1). Three individuals showed inbreeding coefficients of 0.5 or higher, while no individuals were highly 

outbred, as the lowest F value was higher than -0.1.  The average inbreeding for Long Lake (0.018) was 

lower than that of West Knoll (0.202) and Mitchell Lake (0.236) (Table 1), with a one-way ANOVA 

showing relatively low significance for these differences (Table 2). Across populations, average 

inbreeding was relatively low at 0.148.  

Population Connectivity 

Pairwise Weir and Cockerham Fst values were calculated for each pair of populations for each 

individual locus, and the locus-specific Fst values were averaged across loci to calculate the mean Fst 

between populations. The mean Fst value for each comparison was very low (LL-ML = 0.015, ML-WK = 

0.0057, LL-WK = 0.013)(Figure 3), and there was high overlap in the 95% bootstrapped confidence 

intervals for each comparison. The Fst values for individual loci for each pairwise comparison showed 

very similar distributions, highly aggregated around zero with less than 2% of the loci having Fst values 

over 0.3 (Figure 3). Structure assigned all individuals to a single population with over 99% confidence 

(Table 4). 

 



Table 1. Heterozygosity (fraction of loci that were not homozygous in an individual) and 

inbreeding coefficient (F, a ratio of expected heterozygosity to observed heterozygosity) for each 

individual, with averages for each population. Overall average heterozygosity = 0.28. 

Population/Individual Homozygosity 
Observed 
Heterozygosity 

Expected 
Heterozygosity 

Inbreeding 
Coefficient 

West Knoll     

WK13RRGW 0.641 0.359 0.331 -0.085 

WK12RRBR 0.664 0.336 0.332 -0.011 

WK12BYYR 0.665 0.335 0.334 -0.002 

WK13YRRG 0.682 0.318 0.333 0.044 

WK14BGGG 0.689 0.311 0.331 0.060 

WK13WRGR 0.703 0.297 0.331 0.105 

WK13WYWR 0.739 0.261 0.335 0.219 

WK14YYYY 0.791 0.209 0.328 0.363 

WK14RRRR 0.813 0.187 0.330 0.433 

WK12RBGG 0.823 0.177 0.331 0.465 

WK14GYWR 0.879 0.121 0.326 0.630 

West Knoll Average 0.735 0.265 0.331 0.202 

Mitchell Lake     

ML12RGRR 0.634 0.366 0.341 -0.074 

ML13YYYW 0.648 0.352 0.342 -0.028 

ML12YYBB 0.661 0.339 0.342 0.009 

ML12WGYB 0.670 0.330 0.343 0.037 

ML14RBWW 0.678 0.322 0.341 0.055 

ML13YRGY 0.721 0.279 0.340 0.179 

ML14GWRW 0.724 0.276 0.341 0.191 

ML12YYRB 0.797 0.203 0.329 0.382 

ML14RWRB 0.790 0.210 0.342 0.387 

ML14WBBR 0.905 0.095 0.337 0.720 

ML13YRYB 0.912 0.088 0.343 0.742 

Mitchell Lake 
Average 

0.740 0.260 0.340 0.236 

Long Lake     

LL12WGN 0.657 0.343 0.319 -0.074 

LL14BBBB 0.659 0.341 0.319 -0.068 

LL12WGRW 0.662 0.338 0.319 -0.061 

LL14BBRR 0.666 0.334 0.318 -0.051 

LL12RRRB 0.675 0.325 0.319 -0.018 

LL13GRGY 0.676 0.324 0.319 -0.014 

LL12GGN 0.679 0.321 0.317 -0.013 



 

 

Table 2. TukeyHSD test on ANOVA in R for inbreeding and heterozygosity. Difference between 

population with upper and lower limits of a 95% confidence interval. P value for significance of 

difference between populations. 

 

Inbreeding Coefficient (F)   

Sites Difference Lower Upper p 
ML-LL 0.219 -0.00543 0.443 0.0569 
WK-LL 0.184 -0.0398 0.408 0.123 
WK-ML -0.0344 -0.263 0.194 0.927 

     

Observed Heterosygisity   

Sites Difference Lower Upper p 
WK-ML -0.00465 -0.0825 0.0732 0.988 
LL-ML 0.0474 -0.0288 0.124 0.29 
LL-WK 0.0521 -0.0241 0.128 0.228 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LL13NN 0.696 0.304 0.318 0.043 

LL14WYBY 0.698 0.302 0.320 0.058 

LL14WWWG 0.706 0.294 0.314 0.063 

LL13RWYB 0.720 0.280 0.317 0.116 

LL12BBBG 0.762 0.238 0.310 0.231 

Long Lake Average 0.688 0.312 0.317 0.018 

Overall average 0.720 0.280 0.329 0.148 



 

 

Figure 3. Pairwise Fst comparisons between the three subpopulations at each locus. Fst values 

are the comparison of total genetic variation to the genetic variation between populations. Low Fst 

values here show that most loci have the same variation between populations as is present in the entire 

metapopulation. Weir and Cockerham Fst mean (95%CI) ML-LL  = 0.015 (-0.00041, 0.030); ML-WK = 

0.0057 (-0.010, 0.022); LL-WK = 0.013 (-0.00081, 0.027). 
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Figure 4:  Population structure from fastSTRUCTURE. All individuals have over a 99.9% 

probability of assigning to the same population. 

 

 

 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Histogram of depth of reads for the 4811 loci use in analysis. Average read depth= 99. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Discussion 

The increasing effects of climate change combined with advances in genetic technologies make 

it both important and practical to do studies concerning population genetics of species that are shown 



or predicted to be affected by current and future climate change. Although the population and 

evolutionary dynamics of American pika have been studied using techniques including microsatellite 

markers, new genetic tools are now available that promise enhanced inference for a much lower cost 

than was possible even a few years ago. Information on the patterns of connectivity among and within 

populations can be correlated with information on the climate and habitat structure to predict changes 

in connectivity into the future (Castillo et al. 2014; Schwalm et al. 2015) which will benefit the large 

community of scientists currently researching the American pika as a climate indicator species  

The results from this study analyzing SNPs from RADseq data provided a very different picture of 

the genetic structure of pika than previous studies. This study provides us with a very detailed overview 

of the regional population genetics, down to the level of the individual. The data show that these pika 

populations generally have low heterozygosity, and there is a high level of genetic similarity between 

the predicted sub populations, represented by the low Fst values. However, it is important to mention 

that the SNP based method of analyzing population genetics is substantially different than microsatellite 

methods used in previous studies. Therefore, it is not appropriate to directly compare the values 

presented in this study to other pika population genetics papers.  This first attempt at using SNPs gives 

us new insights into genome-wide pika population structure, and will continue to be useful as a basis of 

comparison as future studies begin to use this method of analysis. 

 

 

 

 

SNPs from Restriction site Associated DNA sequencing (RADseq) vs Microsatellites 

 



An important factor this study highlighted was the huge difference in the data returned from 

analyzing microsatellite sites in comparison to analysis of SNPs from sites cut using restriction enzymes. 

Microsatellite sites occur in very specific regions of the genome that are defined by short repeated 

segments of DNA known as Short Tandem Repeats (STRs) (Fernandez et al. 2013). These regions of the 

genome are highly polymorphic due to the fact that the STRs are very susceptible to mutations through 

replication slippage and other less understood mechanisms (Ellegren 2004). Replication slippage occurs 

here because the polymerase responsible for DNA replication often confuses one short repeat for 

another, resulting in the duplication or removal of one or more of the repeated segments. The detection 

of the number of repeats present in each individual is the basis for using microsatellites to differentiate 

between individuals and populations.  

RADseq techniques use restriction enzymes that cut the DNA into segments at relatively random 

points throughout the genome. This means that the sites sequenced and analyzed using this technique 

are representative of the entire genome and contain sites ranging from highly conserved to more 

variable.  Most sites returned from this method are subject only to the basal rate of mutation which is 

relatively very low. Unfortunately, methods to analyze this type of data are still relatively new, and so all 

insertions, deletions, and polymorphic sites are generally removed from the analysis, as they were for 

this study. Detecting differences between individuals in single base-pairs, Single Nucleotide 

Polymorphisms (SNPs), spread across the genome is the basis for genetic analysis of individuals and 

populations in this method. 

For these reasons estimates of allelic richness, heterozygosity, and genetic differences between 

populations are highly inflated in microsatellites as compared to RADseq. This means microsatellites can 

be very useful for characterizing dispersal at small spatial scales, as it is much easier to detect a genetic 

signal of dispersal using microsatellite data, and the level of connectivity between populations can be 

compared to other studies that have also used microsatellites. Microsatellites are also useful for 



determining which physical factors represent strong barriers to dispersal.  However, these inflated 

estimates of population differentiation can be misleading when discussing the amount of dispersal 

needed to confer the genetic variation necessary for a population to remain viable.  When considering 

metapopulation dynamics RADseq data offer better estimates for the size of a functional population, 

and it will be important to characterize the rates of dispersal between these larger, functional 

populations to infer the stability of pika populations as climate change affects population size and 

connectivity. In fact, for parentage identification it was shown that less than 2.5 SNPs were shown to 

have the same exclusion power as each microsatellite site (Weller et al. 2006), and since microsatellite 

studies often use less than 50 total sites, RADseq techniques that can produce data with thousands of 

SNPs are substantially more robust.  

Similarly, the inflated heterozygosity estimates from microsatellite data do not accurately reflect 

actual levels of heterozygosity in the genome, and may be poor indicators of actual diversity if less than 

24 microsatellite sites are used (Miller et al. 2014). Recent microsatellite studies have shown mean 

heterozygosity values in pika above 0.3 and even as high as 0.7 (Henry et al. 2012; Robson et al. 2015), 

but when looking at RADseq SNP data subpopulation mean heterozygosity ranged from 0.260 to 0.320 

(Table 1). These values are similar to another SNP vs microsatellite comparison done on a population of 

bighorn sheep in which mean heterozygosity for the microsatellites was 0.643 while mean 

heterozygosity for SNPs was 0.279 (Miller et al. 2014). Also the only study of the functional genetics of 

pika using SNPs showed many sites identified in the transcriptome with heterozygosity values between 

0.1 and 0.4 (Lemay et al. 2013).   For these reasons RADseq SNP data are useful when considering the 

genomic diversity that pika have to work with once a population becomes isolated. 

 

 

Heterozygosity and Inbreeding 



 

Heterozygosity for the entire metapopulation was generally low with an average of 0.28, but 

this is not surprising considering the life history traits of pika, which include relatively limited dispersal 

and relatively small population sizes. This supports the theory that pika will be susceptible to reductions 

in fitness due to low variation as climate change contracts the pika’s range, and begins to isolate smaller 

populations. The inbreeding coefficients give a clear and insightful view into the population’s genetic 

structure. At the metapopulation level the mean inbreeding level was low at only 0.148, but at the 

population level Long Lake had a much lower mean inbreeding coefficient (0.018) compared to West 

Knoll (0.202) and Mitchell Lake (0.236), however these differences were only marginally significant 

(Table2). One possible explanation for this pattern is the central location of the Long Lake population, 

which might receive immigrants from both the West Knoll and Mitchell Lake, resulting in lower levels of 

inbreeding. Another possibility is that there is something about this location, like higher survival rates 

resulting in less available territories, that is causing pika to disperse further within the population, 

crossing more potential territories, which helps them avoid breeding with closely related individuals.   

The trend when looking at inbreeding coefficients at the individual level suggests similar 

hypotheses. No individual within the Long Lake population has an inbreeding coefficient higher than 

0.231, while West Knoll and Mitchell Lake both had individuals over 0.6, suggesting the breeding of very 

closely related individuals. Inbreeding coefficients this high suggest to me that there was open territory 

for pika to settle near their birthplace so that they ended up mating with individuals with the same 

heritage.  Still every site contained several individuals with negative inbreeding coefficients providing 

evidence that there must be some pika that disperse relatively long distances so that they settle near 

pika from a different lineage, which helps to maintain reasonable levels of diversity in the population. 

The levels of inbreeding do not provide any support for the hypothesis that the West Knoll has been the 



primary sink population in this region, as it was structured very similarly to the Mitchell Lake 

subpopulation.  

 

 

Fst Population Comparisons and Population Structure 

 

Pairwise Fst values showed no detectable variation between populations. All Fst values had 

overlapping 95% confidence intervals, which means the distance between the two populations furthest 

from each other (West Knoll and Mitchell Lake) did not confer an increase in genetic difference. This lack 

of population structure between subpopulations was supported by STRUCTURE, as it grouped all 

individuals into a single population with over 99% confidence (Table 4). This supports the theory that, 

when provided with suitable contiguous habitat, distances less than a few kilometers do not represent a 

strong barrier to pika dispersal. However,  without microsatellite data from this study site, dispersal 

cannot be accurately compared to other sites, despite the fact that Fst estimates derived from RADseq 

data are robust on their own and are well suited to estimating migration rates (Arnold et al. 2013).  

Due to the high level of connectivity among these three populations, a source-sink dynamic 

could not be detected. While certain areas might have lower survival rates than others, high levels of 

genetic similarity suggest that the pika in this area form one large population, not a metapopulation 

with limited dispersal between subpopulations (Hanski 1999). But the differences in inbreeding show 

that local effects confer genetic differences at the subpopulation and individual level, despite the 

genetic similarity of the entire regional population. 

 

  

Future Directions 



  

 As this was the first study of pika using SNP data, it opens up a whole new range of questions to 

be studied. As new genetic technologies make it easier and more cost effective to create and work with 

huge sets of genetic data, I believe more studies will be done with genome-wide SNP-based analysis that 

will build on what this study has found. Future studies in different systems with RADseq data will allow 

for detailed comparison of the genomic structure of pika across their range, and will hopefully lead to a 

functional understanding of pika genetics.   It would also be beneficial to do a study comparing SNP to 

microsatellite data with the same individuals. The extracted DNA for this study is still available for 

analysis using microsatellites for a comparison which would be a good way to begin testing for 

correlations between the two types of data in pika.  Miller et al. (2014) showed a strong correlation 

between the heterozygosity values obtained from microsatellite data and SNP data in two populations 

of bighorn sheep. If this correlation holds true for pika, levels of genomic variability could be estimated 

from data presented in previous studies, allowing comparison of pika genomic variability among the 

several regions and periods that have been characterized using microsatellites. It would also be 

beneficial to do some analysis of SNPs for more isolated populations than the Rocky Mountain 

population from this study. This information would be helpful in understanding how quickly pika are 

losing genetic variation in smaller populations, and would inform conservation efforts as to whether or 

not genetic rescue of certain populations might be necessary in the near future.   

 Another suggestion for future studies is trying to incorporate more individuals. Many trends 

were apparent in this study, including heterozygosity and inbreeding between populations, but levels of 

significance were relatively low due to low sample size. Some of the most interesting data from this 

study was the pattern of inbreeding in certain individuals, so the inclusion of more pika would give us a 

better picture of inbreeding and therefore dispersal at a very small scale. Analyzing more individuals 

would also allow for the separation of samples into more specific groups, making any effects of sex as 



well as age within each population more prominent. One way to increase the number of individuals 

available for analysis would be to prevent the dropout of samples due to low representation during 

library preparation and sequencing. This could be done with a more effective normalization step, and by 

making sure all samples have high enough concentrations to be viable after PCR. 

 

Conclusion 

 This study was intended to characterize the genetic structure of a putative metapopulation in a 

region of pika habitat with contested predictions about future occupancy. Using SNPs from RADseq 

data, I found that the pika in this region were genetically very similar, and appear to be one single 

population as opposed to a metapopulation.  Low genetic diversity was also apparent in the low 

heterozygosity values throughout the regional population, but more work is needed to understand how 

this low genetic diversity will affect pika population persistence. This study also highlighted the 

differences between microsatellite data and SNP data, which must be taken into consideration when 

attempting to compare results from different studies, as microsatellite and SNP data can produce very 

different predictions of genetic structure. Among the many potential applications of RADseq data, this 

study provides a baseline for comparison of future pika studies using SNP data in different regions and 

at different scales. 
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